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 All new procedures and processes should be checked in a ‘Test’ environment before being applied to the ‘Live’ business system. 
Note that fields marked         are mandatory and must have data entered. When commissioning a new module please note that the 
parameters will need to be set, and reference should be made to datasheet SYS101, System Manager – Module Parameter Settings 

 

How Quantity changes or prices changes on PO lines can affect the Supplier Manager 
 
Supplier Prices including Quantity Break Prices and Supplier Item Numbers for Products can be held in the 
Supplier Manager in V12. When entering/editing a Purchase Order line the end user can, if required edit the 
Supplier Manager details held for a Product on the fly. 
 
All Products with supplier prices in the Supplier Manager should have a Base Price entered and Quantity 
Price Breaks entered where relevant. This can be done with help from Datasheet POP110 – Purchase 
Supplier Manager. 
 
1. Adding a PO Line/ updating Supplier Manager 
 
a.) To open the Purchase Order Manager, select the ‘Purchasing’ module then select the ‘Purchase Order’ 

option. 

 
 
b.) From the Purchase Order Manager screen, select and right-click the Purchase Order then select ‘Edit 

Purchase Order’ from the drop-down menu. 
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c.) This will open the Edit Purchase Order form, right-click anywhere on the Lines browser pane then select 
‘New Line’ > ‘Standard’ from the drop-down menu. 

 

 
 

d.) This will open the Add New Line form, select a supplier product for the purchase line then amend the 
Cost Price to another value. 

 

 
 

e.) A form will appear to update the supplier price with the amended value, select ‘Yes’ to update. 
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f.) This will open the Edit Supplier Product with the Base Price updated to the amended value from the 
Purchase Line. 

 

 
 

g.) The Price Breaks for this product are shown 
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h.) When a Purchase Order is raised for a Supplier with Supplier items set up in Supplier Manager and  a 
Purchase Order line for a product with Supplier Prices is added the Cost Price will be pulled from the 
Supplier Manager dependant on the quantity entered and the Quantity Price Breaks set up for the 
Product 

 

 
 
i.) In this example when the quantity is chosen to be 75, the Cost Price Field automatically changes to 

9.0000, rather than the base price of 10. 0000 due to the Quantity Price Break saved for the product. 
 

 
 

j.) If the Cost Price for whatever reason is not correct, the User can Edit the Cost Price field. The user will 
be shown the following message. 
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k.) The user is being warned that the Cost Price that has been edited on the Purchase Order line had been 
set from a Supplier Price set up in Supplier Manager. They have the option to make the New Cost Price 
now entered a permanent price change in Supplier Manager, or to make it a one-off change just for this 
PO. 

 

 
 

 By selecting Yes, the User has chosen to update Supplier Manager Price for the product. The Edit 
Supplier Product Form is displayed. The user can now review the Price Change and make additional 
changes to other Quantity Breaks, Base Price, Supplier Item Number if required. Once the changes 
have been made the User selects Save to save the updates to the Supplier Manager. 

 

 By selecting No, the new price entered will only affect this Purchase Order Line, and the Supplier 
Price will be unaffected for further purchases, this would be used if the Supplier has increased or 
decreased the price as a one-off. 

  

 By selecting Cancel, the price will revert to the previous price used  
 
When all fields have been completed, the User can save the Purchase Order Line, and then save the 
Purchase Order. 
 
2. Editing a Purchase Order Line 
 
A user can edit a Purchase Order Line by right-clicking on a saved Purchase Order and selecting Edit 
Purchase Order. Then by right clicking on the Line and selecting Edit Line, the line can be edited. The User 
can then edit the details of the line. 
 

 If the User changes Quantity to a Quantity in same price break – No warning, no problem. 
 

 If the User changes Quantity to a Quantity that is in a different Quantity Break they are shown the 
Update Cost Price Window. This warns them that the Quantity that they have selected is not in the 
same Quantity Break and the Price could be affected. They are offered the chance to change the 
Cost Price to the Quantity Break Price held in Supplier Manager. 
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 If they select Yes, the price will change to the price held in the Supplier Manager.  
 

 If they select No, The Cost Price will remain the same. 
 

 If the User Edits the Cost Price Field and the Price is different from that held in the Supplier Manager 
for that Quantity Break Price, the User is offered the chance to update the Supplier Price. The user is 
shown the Supplier Price Change window.  

 

 
 

 By selecting Yes, the User has chosen to update Supplier Manager Price for the product. The 
Edit Supplier Product Form is displayed. The user can now review the Price Change and make 
additional changes to other Quantity Breaks, Base Price, Supplier Item Number if required. Once 
the changes have been made the User selects Save to save the updates to the Supplier 
Manager. 

 

 
 

 By selecting No, the new price entered will only affect this Purchase Order Line, and the Supplier 
Price will be unaffected for further purchases, this would be used if the Supplier has increased or 
decreased the price as a one-off. 

 
 By selecting Cancel, the price will revert to the previous price used. 

 
Once completed with the editing, the User should save the Line, and then save the Purchase Order. 


